
The Sun Series
Part 10- Woman Standing on the Moon

(Continued)
"And there appeared a great wonder in
heaven: a WOMAN clothed with the su~
and the MOON UNDER HER FEET, and upon
her head a crown of twelve stars."

Rev. 12:1
In the foregoing article we considered some

scriptures regarding the moon and its facets of meaning.
but there is another aspect that needs attention, that of
the force of the moon upon the earth. It is a scientific
fact that the tides of the ear~h are affected by the moon
with the tides being highest at full moon. There is a
secondary force exerted also at new moon. Thus the phas-
es of the moon have tremendous effect upon the earth. To
carry this thought further, the moon has a drastic effect
upon humans, too, and especially upon women.

The moon has a cycle of 28 days which is
also the feminine cycle, thus the moon is a strong force
which the daughters of God must overcome. We have all
heard much about overcoming the world, the flesh and the
devil which is fine in its place, but overcoming does not
stop there. There are heavenly forces to be contended and
wrestled with, such as, the moon, and to be a full over-
comer means conquering such. Men are somewhat affected
by the moon, but it is women in particular who' are called
upon to take dominion over the power of the moon that ~
the sam.e cycle as their own cycle. The moon does not
cease to exist for the daughters of God, but it is their
privilege by the grace of God to get it under their feet.

It has been discovered that the full moon
is the time when more crimes, suicides, etc. are commit-
ted. Even those who are mentally unbalanced are affected
thereby, and even the term "lunatic" comes from "luna"
meaning the moon. There are violent forces set in array
especially at full and new moon, and these forces are be-
ing felt now as never before. And, the daughters of God
are being pressured almost beyond endurance as these vi-
olent powers are being let loose more and more in the
ear~h and atmosphere and aggravated by the phases of the
moon. So strong are these forces that many think they are



springing up from within with a resultant horror that such
things should be within them, but don't be fooled. What you
are sensing is not something inherent but rather the full
b low of spiritual conflict that is being manifest on the
battleground of your own being.

Then, how does the gravitational pull
of the moon affect you even as the tides? As the mOOD, es-
pecially when full, raises the tides to high levels causing
the waters of the earth to dash against the shores, so the
fluids of your body are affected by the moon in the same
way. What bodily fluids are thus affected?

(1) The BLOOD is perhaps the most im-
portant fluid in the body, and the moon pulls upon it. With
the blood are the organs so specifically connected there-
with, such as, the heart, lungs, blood vessels, etc. It is
very feasible that even the blood pressure is keenly af-
fected by the moon. At any rate, the daughters of God are
being sorely tried in all these facets until they are won-
dering what is wrong with their blood, hear.t, lungs, etc •••
The battle wages with little interruption while it seems the
moon plays havoc with their beings. Take courage, for Y9U:
are being called upon to conquer the moon.

(2) The LYMPH and Lymph glands are in-
deed being sorely tried, too, for here is another fluid of
the body affected by the moon. The lymphatic syst.em is the
body's defense against infection, but at times it appears a
defenseless system in this conflict of the ages. In reality
it is but the moon working against the lymph with resultant
and apparent infection.

(3) Then, there is the URINE and the
organs affiliated therewith--kidneys, bladder. Too often~
are tempted to believe that something is sorely awry with
the kidneys and bladder and every sympton would so indicat~
but really the battle is not with flesh and blood but with
heavenly influences, the moon in particular. Let us never
mistake the spiritual battle manifest in the physical as one
and the same with a physical affliction but rather recog-
nize it for what it is.

(4) And, SWEAT is another fluid of the
body upon which the moon exerts an influence. The main pur-
pose of perspiration is to keep the temperature of the body
constant for good health and life itself. Have you noticed
the extremes of bodily temperature, or should I say, the
sensations of extremes through which you are passing? And,
with it comes profuse perspiration and at other times com-
lete lack of perspiration. It might be wise to add that



our adversary would ruin our health and life by this means
if by no other, but be reminded that the moon and its in-
fluence must be overcome and you will stand upon it in tri-
umph. The greater the battles the greater the victories!
Victories over moon influenced testings!

Of course, the big question is, HOW IS THIS
ACCOMPLISHED??? We are all familiar with JERICHO and how
Israel conquered it. But few realize that the root word in
Hebrew from which we get Jericho is the same as from which
we get MOON!!! Thus in the taking of Jericho is a figure
of HOW the power of the moon is overcome.

Read Joshua 6 for a complete picture of the
conquering of Jericho. There the people were commanded to
march around the city each day for six days while the Ark
was oorne by the priests with seven priests with trumpets
preceding the Ark. Trumpets were used for several reasons,
but the main reason was ~o announce a certain truth, event,
or time. Otherwise there was to be no sound from the peo-
ple, but they were to hold their peace. Then on the seventh
day they were to go about the walls seven times, br~nging
the total times around to thirteen. Then at a given signa~
a long blast on the ranl's horn, the people shouted and the
walls came down. How does this apply to our conquering the
moon? It seems at the present moment nothing is happening
and that we are needlessly going around about the forces of
the moon. It even seems that everything affected by the
moon is worse than it used to be, that we are more physic-
ally weakened and adversely affected than ever. Neverthe-
less, there is nothing to do but continue to believe and
continue to go around about it even though it seems we are
going in circles. It must have seemed so for Israel of old
likewise as they compassed the walls of Jericho. Yet there
is the sound of the priests' trumpets announcing the coming
event and time. There are those who have put the trumpet to
the mouth and who continue to encourage others that victory
is certain in God's manner and t.ime.

This is not the time for shouting and talk-
ing, for Israel was commanded to neither shout, nor to make
any noise with the voice, nor to let any word proceed out
of their mouth. (Vs. 10) It is such a silent time right
now, but soon the silence will be broken and the power of
the moon be broken, too. The word for SHOUT in the Hebrew
means to MAR BY BREAKING, TO SPLIT THE EAR WITH SOUND. Ah,
this is not an ordinary shout that is to be heard, but this
is a triumph by the Spirit of God whereby the force of the
moon is broken and at the same time the ear, the inner ear,



Ls split open to hear things never heard before, even spir-
Ltual mysteries long veiled but then unveiled. 0 you who
have waited long and sometimes even with discouragement for
the manifestation of the victory, the Lord has not forgot-
ten, Dut He is proving the value of your faith which wbrks
by love in letting you go in circles for a period of time,
)ut the ultimate victory is assured.

May I propound a thought regarding the time
Lnvolved? Could those seven days of going around Jericho
~e likened unto the daughters of God compassing the moon foc
seven years (a day for a year in Bible ratio)? About'1970
the Lord began to speak to me about the moon and its influ-
ence, and from then on the battles with the same have been
awfu l, almost unbearable. There have been times when I fel t
I could not even stand to look at the full moon and all it
portends, but then I have found the new moon is almost as
bad for bringing pressure to bear upon body, mind and spir-
it. Others have been cognizant of this force, too, and h~
battled it relentlessly but with no apparent victory. Let
ne encourage you that the battle will not go onnfo reve r but
nust come to a climax. Is it possible that we are facing
the seventh and last year of battle with the moon in which
the tempo shall be quickened to encompass it more often than
heretofore? I do not say I am right on the timing,but it is·
something to ponder. Hold steady for the time of shouting
will come, and the moon shall be conquered, and the daugh-
ters of God shall stand atop it having completely triumphed
over it. This must take place before the manchild is born,
for the woman of Rev. 12 is standing on top of the moon be-
fore HE is birthed. The key to the timing is when the bat-
tle really began in earnest against the moon's force, and
that could have been about 1970 or shortly thereafter. At
any rate, we are nearer the victory now then when we first
began, and the triumph is sure!!!!

In concluding on this part about the moon I
want to relate a personal experience from years ago. When
I was 12 years of age and coming home from church one night,
I was reclining in the back seat of our old Ford car. The
moon was full as I lay wa tching it. Suddenly the moon was
broken into pieces before my eyes, and I was startl.ed. Yet
I was afraid to say anything about what 1 had seen. It has
only been since God has opened my understanding to the in-
fluence of the moon on the daughters of God that I realized
what He showed me then was the power of the' moon broken and
destroyed. The promise is about to be reality!!! N.e.N.
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